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PUBLIC MEETING 

 
FRIDAY 10

th
 June 7.30 pm 
 

Robertson Community Centre, 

Caalong Street 

 

Speaker: Chris Pryor 

from Friends of the Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby 

 

ON THE EDGE 

A fantastic documentary film 

 
The film details a 20-year effort by a community 

group in Kangaroo Valley and National Parks and 

Wildlife Service (NPWS) staff to help save the 

endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby. 

The film examines the future of threatened species 

conservation and the need for community 

involvement. 

 

 
Brush-tailed Rock-wallabies – note tails. 

 

Brush-tailed Rock-wallabies were once 

common throughout Eastern Australia. Now they 

are endangered. Only approximately twenty 

individuals remain in the wild in Victoria and not  

 
Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby cleaning loopy tail 

 

 
Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby mother and joey 

 

many more in Kangaroo Valley, at the southern 

extent of their range in NSW.        (continued over) 
 
. 

 

CAALANG CREEK GUIDED TOUR 
 

Saturday 11
th

 June from 9.30 – 10.30. 
 

Join members of REPS on a tour of the Caalang 

Creek revegetation site at Robertson. Meet at 

9.20am at the Hampton Park Footbridge. This has 

been an on-going REPS project since 1988. Come 

and see the great work being done. 

http://www.reps.org.au/
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The Friends are endeavouring to bring 

these wallabies back from the edge of extinction. 

In the 1900s half a million rock-wallabies were 

hunted in Australia for the fur trade and bounties. 

Introduced foxes, dogs and cats have since savaged 

remaining populations, more-so at the southern end 

of their range. 

Small remnant southern populations as in 

the Kangaroo Valley are trapped in an extinction 

vortex where the few adults produce only a handful 

of young, which are easily lost to predation.  

Twenty years ago the Friends partnered 

with National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) 

and local landholders to save the last Kangaroo 

Valley Rock-wallabies. Together we have 

developed an integrated predator control program, 

primarily targeting foxes, their number one 

predator. 

Having halted the decline of rock-wallabies 

in this remnant southern NSW population, the 

Friends and NPWS now have their sights set on 

reaching the ultimate goal of a self-sustaining 

Shoalhaven population. The Friends have a strong 

focus on gaining support through ongoing 

community education about the species, its 

predators and the predator control works required.  

The Friends also promote a responsible pet 

ownership program to ensure that pets don’t 

become rock-wallaby predators or enter 1080 

baited areas. 
 

 
Photo from above showing tail. 

 

Why is the Kangaroo Valley a priority site for 

BTRW distribution? 
 

Being an isolated population at the southern 

extent of their range in NSW, the Kangaroo Valley 

rock-wallabies are genetically distinct. Conserving 

genetic diversity is crucial to overall species 

security, bolstering species resilience to predation, 

disease, competition, habitat fragmentation, 

drought and fire.  

About the species 

The Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby is a small 

wallaby with adults weighing approximately 5-8 

kg. They are generally brown with grey shoulders, 

a reddish-brown rump and short dark feet. The tail 

is long (normally longer than their body length), 

dark, thick and ends in a brushy tip. They have a 

white cheek stripe and a black dorsal stripe from 

the eyes to the back of the head. 

These animals can be found in a variety of 

habitats from rainforest to open woodland and are 

extremely agile animals. They dwell in very rocky 

terrain such as along escarpments and in boulder 

piles and rocky outcrops. They require numerous 

crevices, subterranean passageways, ledges and 

overhangs for shelter and safety. They prefer north 

facing sites as they sun themselves in the morning 

and afternoon. 

Rock-wallabies are difficult to spot because 

of their camouflaged nature and the terrain in 

which they live. Often the best evidence of their 

presence is their droppings which are easy to 

identify. These are cylindrical in shape with a 

small point at one end. They feed on a wide variety 

of grasses as well as small herbs, leaves, flowers, 

fruits and bark. 

Distribution and status 

The species has a range from Queensland to 

Victoria, roughly following the line of the Great 

Divide. In NSW the Shoalhaven is the southern-most 

population and the Warrumbungle Ranges are the 

western limit. There has been a decline in numbers and 

a reduction in range. In southern NSW and in Victoria 

they are now highly fragmented, with small 

isolated populations dotted across the former 

range. Brush-tailed Rock-wallabies are listed as 

Endangered in NSW, Critically Endangered in 

Victoria and Vulnerable in Queensland. Recovery 

Plans have been developed for both the NSW and 

Victorian animals to assist in species management 

and recovery. 

Potential threats 

The NSW BTRW Recovery Plan lists the 

following key threatening processes: 

 Predation by foxes, dogs and cats 

 Competition for habitat and food with goats 

and rabbits 

 Habitat degradation by clearing, human 

disturbance and weed invasion 

 Diseases including toxoplasmosis spread by 

cats 

 Bioclimatic factors 
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 Weed invasion 

 Elevated fire frequencies 
 

Predation by foxes has most often been cited as 

the primary threat to BTRW, as detailed in the 

NSW Fox Threat Abatement Plan. 
 

Report on the talk by Dr. John Black entitled: 

“More meat, milk and wool, less 

methane” 
 

Presented at the REPS meeting of 8
th

 April 

Summary by David Mee. 
 

The meeting began with President Peter 

Glass welcoming every one present, with a special 

welcome to farmers, as this talk was of special 

relevance to them and had the potential to help 

increase the bottom line while potentially 

providing a path to less greenhouse gas in the 

atmosphere. 
 

 
Peter Glass introducing Dr. John Black. 

 

Peter stated that farmers being especially close to 

the land are well tuned to the environment and 

have an economic interest in its preservation. 

Lyndy Scott was called upon by Peter to 

introduce John and noted that John specialises in 

the study of ruminants and is scientific coordinator 

of the National Livestock Methane Program, 

managed by Meat and Livestock Australia with 

others contributing funds, as well as a considerable 

grant of approximately $30M from the Federal 

Government. 

John then commenced to explain the 

problem with methane and its effect on global 

warming and climate change. He showed a world 

map of temperature change and noted that the 

increase in temperature is everywhere except for 

the North Atlantic, which is colder now than in 

1900 because the Gulf Stream, which warms the 

northern Atlantic, has changed its course. Since 

 

 
Some of the audience before the talk. 

 

1900, the sea level has risen 20 cm, and it has been 

predicted that by 2080 it could rise 9 meters. John 

demonstrated that agricultural practices have 

changed significantly since 1900 when 60% of all 

people lived on the land, deriving their living from 

it, whereas in 2016 only 2.5% are doing so. He said 

that we can clear land much more efficiently than 

in 1900, and stated that one litre of diesel, 

employed appropriately can do the work of one 

man for ten days. One million years ago, there was 

around 250 ppm of carbon dioxide in the 

atmosphere, whereas now there is over 400 ppm 

and rising rapidly. The CO2 is accompanied by 

methane and nitrous oxides, which also contribute 

to the greenhouse effect, and are much more potent 

in their effect, with methane 25 times and nitrous 

oxide 310 times worse by weight than CO2. John 

presented statistics showing that of such gases 

pumped out into the Australian atmosphere, 51% is 

due to power generation, almost 16% from 

agriculture, and almost 14% from transport (car 

and truck emissions). Of the agriculture sector, 

64% is due to livestock digestion, 17% from soil 

carbon, 14% from Northern Territory savannah 

burning (traditional land management) and 4% 

from manure management.  

The complex stomach systems of ruminants 

have evolved to be able to digest grass and in 

doing so they can produce a lot of methane 

released through burping. 80% of the digestion 

methane is from beef cattle eating grass in the 

Northern part of Australia. It has been estimated 

that to produce 1kg of beef, 60kg of CO2 

equivalent are produced. There have been calls for 

a tax on meat to try to mitigate this. 

Not only is this methane bad for the environment, 

it also reduces the production of what we want the 

animals for. Less meat, milk and wool is produced 

if the animals are producing all this methane 

instead. 
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The NLMP projects in which John is 

participating are investigating many avenues to 

understand the problem. John mentioned: 

 

 Measurement. How to measure ruminant 

methane emissions? 

 Genetics. Does methane production depend on 

the breed and can these be changed to 

produce animals that emit less? 

 Supplements. Dietary changes and food 

supplements, even in small amounts can help. 

It has been noticed that beef cattle in feed lots, 

fed on grain, produce vastly less methane than 

those fed on grass. Different forages may also 

help. 

 Ruminant stomach bio-chemistry. 

John gave the results of a test which showed that 

dairy cows fed with 9kg of wheat per day showed a 

reduction of 30-50% of methane production, while 

simultaneously producing 20% more milk. 

Certain Australian native plants, namely 

leptospermum and melaleuca species, have bio-

active ingredients which, when digested can reduce 

methane production by 90%+. John related 

experiments with seaweed algae (Asparagopsis), 

only small amounts of which eaten can reduce 

methane production to almost zero. 

Studies of bio-reactions in the rumen have 

the potential to allow the understanding of the 

methane production process. John’s chart of such 

reactions and the volatile fatty acid and archaea 

species functions in the rumen were quite complex 

to try to understand, and clearly research in this 

area is highly specialised, but fundamental. 

John then showed a graph of methane increase 

versus time in years to wait for a solution, for 

various potential control methods. One of the great 

unsolved difficulties, of course, is application to 

the herd. Even if we had a magic bullet, in the form 

of a vaccine or algae supplement, say, then the 

logistics of trying to administer it to the vast 

Northern herd is still difficult. 

There are many drivers which may force 

change. Governments around the world are putting 

taxes on goods whose production creates 

greenhouse gases. Consumers are pushing retailers 

to sell only sustainable produce. 

John stopped at this point and took 

questions from the floor, of which there were 

many. David Tranter talked about the potential for 

permafrost melt and methane emission on a 

gigantic scale.

 
Lyndy Scott and other audience members with Dr. Black. 

 

John also gave an update on his last talk to REPS 

on the rock art near Dampier in Western Australia. 

John is seeking support for a scoping study on the 

effect on the rock art of the recently opened 

ammonium fertiliser plant. 

Gifts and flowers as thanks for his efforts 

were presented to John before all adjourned to tea 

and cakes for supper.  
 

 

“Native Orchid Talk and Walk” by Alan 

Stephenson 
Report by David and Judith Mee 

 

On a beautiful autumn Saturday morning, a group 

of native plant enthusiasts gathered on 8
th

 April, 

2016 in the auditorium at the Fitzroy Falls Visitor 

Centre to hear Alan Stephenson, friend of 

Robertson identity, Denis Wilson and, like Denis, 

an orchid enthusiast, give a presentation on local 

native orchids. 

Alan was introduced by NPWS ranger and 

REPS member, Beth Boughton, who stated that, 

although an amateur botanist, Alan was regarded 

as a true expert by the professional experts on the 

subject, and has at least one orchid species named 

after him.  Indeed, as Alan demonstrated his 

knowledge of the subject in his talk and showed 

images on the screen of orchids, both of the 

terrestrial and epiphytic types, it was easy to catch 

his enthusiasm. Not having taken notes, we cannot 

name all the orchids discussed. However the most 

important message Alan wanted to get across was 

how to go about recording species for 

identification. He left each of us with a printed 

note on the process and we have reproduced it in 

full below. After the introductory talk, the group 

attending went outside to go with Alan for a walk 

in search of orchids on the west rim of the falls. 
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Alan speaking at the Visitor Centre 

 

We all set off with Alan, who soon set a 

cracking pace. It was a job to keep up with him, up 

and down all the steps. Of course, most orchids 

flower in spring, not autumn, so we were not going 

to see much if anything in flower.  
 

 
Alan and the party ready for the walk. 

 

 
Alan pointing out a terrestrial orchid. 

 

Alan was in his element and could spot an 

orchid, even if not in flower, well before anyone 

else. Even a little pair of leaves sprouting only 2 or 

3 cm out of the ground, he identified, with a rule 

that, if in doubt, look at the underside of the leaf. If 

it is red or purple, while the top side is green, then 

chances are it is an orchid. There were plenty of 

epiphytes too on the trees with non-deciduous 

bark. Some were also lithophytic, growing on 

rocks. 

Like all such events you had to be there. 

The photos included with this short report give an 

idea of the morning’s activity. It was a pleasure to 

be in the company of such an expert and 

enthusiast. 
 

 
Dockrillia striolata – a common lithophytic orchid 

 

 
A terrestrial orchid – not yet flowering 
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Poetry  Corner edited by Peter Glass 

 
 

 

The Black Swan    by  Philip R Rush       Illustrator:  Syd Woon 
 

      (For many centuries in European culture a black swan was an impossibility, a paradox. In 1398 Barthalomaeus-

Trevisa wrote 'For noo man fyndyth a blacke swanne', and two common old English sayings were 'as white as any 

swan' and 'they will rather deny that the swan is white, and the crow black.' 

So when the Dutch explorer, Willem de Vlamingh, found black swans in 1697 at the mouth of what is now the Swan 

River, he thought them so unusual that he took some back home to show them off!) 
 

 

The black swan was a paradox, it simply couldn't be, 

A figment of one's mind, perhaps, a gross absurdity! 

"For swans are white", the seers said, "That's why we oft compare 

The whiteness of some item to the feathers that they wear. 

So don't tell us that swans are black; that colour's for the crows, 

"For swans are white", they'd all repeat, "as everybody knows." 
 

But white men found this country was a topsy-turvy land, 

There was much about Australia that they couldn't understand! 

The echidna and the platypus, our strange array of trees, 

They didn't make much sense at all to folk from overseas! 

And amongst the many riddles they could not explain away, 

Was that "Australian swans are black!" as we know well today. 
 

The swans that grace our marvellous land are not at all absurd, 

And I, for one, appreciate this most attractive bird. 

Upon our lakes and rivers they're a pleasure to the eye, 

As, in their graceful elegance, they drift serenely by. 

And I remember vividly, as sometimes looking back, 

That snow and sheets were always white, and swans were always black! 

 

 

Everyone who has ever walked in the Australian bush will relate to the Bentstick snake. 
 

Ambush   by  Frank Halliwell 
 

There's a lovely tropic island at the bottom of the map,  

It's a paradise on earth except for one small handicap;  

We have wallabies and kangaroos to only name a few,  

And a gentler crowd is seldom found in any city's zoo. 
 

But there's danger lurking everywhere throughout these tropic isles..  

The forests here are full of snakes; the rivers crocodiles!  

There are miles of golden beaches where the crowds don't hesitate,  

But just beyond the breakers, swift and hungry shadows wait!  
 

In the land of Oz, downunder, lives a creature greatly feared  

Both in quiet rural country and the city he's appeared.  

His appearance is deceiving, and he sometimes looks quite strange..  

And his colour varies widely right across his tropic range. 
 

You may see him lurk half-hidden near a path or watercourse  

Where he waits with endless patience and attacks without remorse!  

He may strike your leg from ambush on some dark and moonless night.  

And in terror you will recoil, and you may just die of fright!  
 

So you'll rush off to the doctor, sure that it will do no good,  

But he'll find no deadly venom, just a bit of splintered wood.  

'I think that you'll survive', he says, 'although the leg may ache,  

For you have just been bitten by the dreaded Bentstick Snake! 
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REPS MEETINGS FOR 2016 

Dates for your diary: 

 

Friday 10
th

 June at 7.30pm  

 Speaker: Chris Pryor from  

Friends of the Brush-tailed Rock Wallaby 

 

Friday 12
th

 August at 7.30pm  

 Speaker: Peggy McDonald on raptors 

 

September 
Bushwalk TBA 

 

Friday 11
th

 November at 7.30pm 

AGM and presentation – speaker TBA 

 

Friday 9
th

 December 
Christmas party 

 
 

HELP CARE FOR OUR NATURE RESERVE 

 

1
st
 Wednesday of each month 

from 9:30am till noon. 

 

Please bring garden gloves. More volunteers would 

be greatly appreciated. Everyone is welcome.  

Details: Helen Tranter 4885 1394 or  

NPWS in business hours: 4887 8253. 

 

 

LANDCARE  and  BUSHCARE 
 

Helen Tranter and Jane Lemann have, with 

assistance from National Parks, made a fantastic 

difference (over many years) to our Robertson 

Nature Reserve through continual weeding, starting 

from the centre of the forest. They are now nearing 

the outer edges and are pleased that the 

Wingecarribee Council are controlling the weeds 

on the road verges. 

 

VOLUNTEERS for the Reserve (1
st
 Wed am) and 

for Caalang Creek (last Saturday am) are VERY 

appreciated. Please help if you can – no need to be 

a 'regular'. 

 

 

 

CAALANG CREEK WORKING BEES 

 

The last Saturday of every month at 9:30am 
onwards, subject to the weather.  

Please come and join us for as long as you are able.  

Don’t forget water, hat and gloves.  We have tools 

available, but bring your own if you can. Caalang 

Creek volunteers meet at the footbridge in 

Hampden Park.  

Queries to Steve Douglas 4271 4957 or  

Leon Hall 4888 2222. 

 

 

REPS MEMBERSHIP 

 

Membership is from November to November and 

we are having another great year.  If you are not 

yet a member, please consider becoming one. 

Helen Tranter ph. 4885 1394 

 
 

 

CONTACT REPS 

 

Those who are interested in supporting our aims 

are welcome to join REPS. Our aim is to promote 

the preservation and enhancement of the 

Robertson environment. We welcome contact with 

individuals and other community groups. For 

further information and subscriptions please 

contact: 

President – Peter Glass on 4885 1921, 

Vice-President – David Mee on 4885 1483  

PO Box 3045, Robertson 2577 
 

 

Photographs supplied by David Mee and Friends of 

the Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby. 

 

 

This newsletter is named for the beautiful local 

tree, Eucryphia moorei, known as Pinkwood.  

Articles for Eucryphia may be sent to the editors,  

Allan Stiles and Sheila McInnes, at  

stilesaljen@bigpond.com 

 
 

 

VISIT THE REPS WEBSITE 

www.reps.org.au 

 Disclaimer: The views expressed in Eucryphia are not necessarily the views of the Society.  

Printed at Robertson CTC on recycled paper 

mailto:stilesaljen@bigpond.com
http://www.reps.org.au/

